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Abstra t. We

onsider a volume maximization program to
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3-manifolds, for whi h previous progress has lead to
hyperboli
geometri

metri

on ea h simplex. We show that

Those extended hyperboli

stru tures

stru tures on triangulated
orrespond to a

riti al points of the generalized volume are asso iated to

stru tures modeled on the extended hyperboli

the de Sitter spa e  ex ept for the degenerate

onstru t hyperboli

onsider angle assignments whi h do not

spa e  the natural extension of hyperboli

spa e by

ase where all simpli es are Eu lidean in a generalized sense.

an realize geometri ally a de omposition of the manifold as

onne ted

sum, along embedded spheres (or proje tive planes) whi h are totally geodesi , spa e-like surfa es in the de Sitter
part of the extended hyperboli

stru ture.

1. Introdu tion
1.1.

The Casson-Rivin program and its extension.

There are several ways to

onstru t hyperboli

metri s

on an ideally triangulated 3-manifold with torus boundary. The most prominent ones are Thurston's algebrai
gluing equations and Casson-Rivin's angle stru ture. In the angle stru ture approa h, one rst introdu es the
notion of angles on the triangulation and use the Loba hevsky fun tion to dene the volume of a tetrahedron
with angle assignments. In [Luo07℄, Casson-Rivin's angle stru ture program is extended to
3-manifold. The volume of angle stru ture is dened and the

losed triangulated

riti al points of the volume is investigated in

[Luo07℄.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the
natural extension of the hyperboli
geometri

riti al points of the volume and a

spa e by the de Sitter spa e. It turns out many of the

meaning in terms of geometri

stru tures based on this extended hyperboli

riti al points have

spa e.

Volume maximization on triangulated 3-manifolds.
Denition 1.1. Let M be a losed 3-manifold, and let T be a triangulation of M . Re all that the triangulation

1.2.

T is obtained as follows. Take a nite set of disjoint Eu lidean tetrahedra s1 , ..., sN and identify all their
odimension-1 fa es in pairs by ane homeomorphisms. The quotient spa e M inherits a natural triangulation,
denoted by T . A wedge of T is a ouple (e, s), where s is a simplex of T and e is an edge of s in the unidentied
spa e ∪N
i=1 si . The set of wedges of T will be denoted by W (T ), while the set of verti es, edges, 2-fa es and
3-simpli es of T will be denoted by V (T ), E(T ), F (T ) and S(T ) respe tively.

The main ingredient in Casson-Rivin's angle stru ture is based on the observation that the vertex link of
an ideal hyperboli

tetrahedron is a Eu lidean triangle. In our extension, we observe that the vertex link of a

ompa t tetrahedron in the hyperboli , spheri al or Eu lidean 3-spa e is a

spheri al

triangle. This prompts us

to propose the following denition.

Denition 1.2. An angle stru ture on T is a fun tion θ : W (T ) → (0, π) su h that:

• for ea h edge e of T , the sum of the θ(w) over the wedges of the form w = (e, s), s ∈ S(T ), is equal to
2π ,
• for ea h s ∈ S(T ) and ea h vertex v of s, θ(e1 , s) + θ(e2 , s) + θ(e3 , s) > π , where the ei are the 3 edges
of s adja ent to v,
• for ea h s ∈ S(T ) and ea h vertex v of s, θ(e1 , s)+ θ(e2 , s) < θ(e3 , s)+ π , and similarly for permutations
of 1, 2, 3.
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We denote by AS(T ) the spa e of angle assignments on T .
The geometri

meaning of the rst

ondition is that, if the geometri

stru tures on the simpli es

an be glued

along the fa es (this is dis ussed below) then the angles add up at the edges so that there is no singularity there.
The se ond and the third

onditions mean that for ea h simplex the link of ea h vertex is a spheri al triangle.

It is quite possible that, in some
for whi h

AS(T )

ases,

AS(T ) might be empty, however all manifolds do admit a triangulation

is non-empty [KL℄.

There is a well-dened manner, explained in [Luo07℄ and re alled in se tions 4-5, to asso iate to an angle

θ ∈ AS(T ) a number whi h is, in a pre ise way, a generalized volume. This denes a fun tion
V : AS(T ) → R. This volume is dened in terms of a natural extension of the S hläi formula, so that it
assignment

automati ally veries this identity.
If

θ0

is a

riti al point of

angles of a hyperboli

V

in

AS(T )

su h that all the angles assigned to all simpli es of

ontaining it mat h, so that the fa es of the simpli es
metri

M.

on

are the dihedral

an be glued isometri ally and

θ0

denes a hyperboli

One of the main points of this paper is that an extension of this statement holds when

not assign to all simpli es of

1.3.

T

simplex, then, thanks to the S hläi formula, the lengths of an edge in the wedges

T

the dihedral angles of a hyperboli

Extended hyperboli stru tures.

θ0

does

simplex.

There is a rather natural extension of the hyperboli

spa e by the de

Sitter spa e, used for instan e in [S h98, S h01℄ in a polyhedral ontext somewhat reminis ent of the arguments
3
3
followed here. We all HS this extended hyperboli spa e, so that HS
ontains an open subset isometri to
the 3-dimensional hyperboli

spa e and another open subset isometri

the antipodal map.

M , an HS-stru ture on M

Given a 3-dimensional manifold

to the quotient of the de Sitter spa e by

is a geometri

stru ture lo ally modelled on

HS 3 .

This is explained in se tion 2.

1.4.

The main result.
AS(T )

interior of

The main result presented here is that most

riti al points of the volume

V

on the

have a natural interpretation in terms of HS-stru tures.

Theorem 1.3. Let θ ∈ AS(T ) be a riti al points of V . Then one of the following applies.
θ orresponds to a spheri al metri on M (for ea h simplex of T , the angles are the angles of a spheri al
simplex, and those simplex an be glued isometri ally along their fa es, yielding a spheri al metri ),
θ orresponds to an HS-stru ture on M . If this extended hyperboli stru ture has a de Sitter part, then
it ontains a totally geodesi surfa e homeomorphi to S 2 or RP 2 , whi h is normal surfa e in T ,
all simpli es in T are either Eu lidean or ipped Eu lidean (see below). The volume V (θ) is then a
non-negative integer multiple of 2π2 . If at least one simplex is ipped, then V > 0 and (M, T ) ontains
a normal surfa e homeomorphi to a sphere or a proje tive plane.

(1)
(2)
(3)

The rst

ase should be

ase, the totally geodesi
de omposition of

M

an o

ur only in very spe i

Geometri interpretation.

metri

M

M

is dieomorphi

(whi h is impossible if

M

arries a hyperboli

h

or to

RP 3 .

metri . The third

In the se ond
ase is quite

onsidering HS-stru tures radi ally

stru tures on 3-manifolds by a

riti al point of

V

on

AS(T ),

riti al point argument.

orresponding not to a hyperboli

is redu ible) but to a HS-stru ture, with a de Sitter part

orresponding to ea h

M.

There is however a limit to this argument, as it stands. Given a HS-stru ture

h on M , the set of its hyperboli

N ⊂M

on whi h the restri tion of h denes a omplete hyperboli metri . The de Sitter
2
are topologi ally either produ ts of S × R or produ ts of a proje tive plane by an interval. This

points is a domain
parts of

S3

ases, see below.

The rst idea in Theorem 1.3 is that

an nd hyperboli

is redu ible, there might still be a

in ompressible sphere in

either to

spa e-like surfa es in the de Sitter parts of the HS-stru ture realize geometri ally a

simplies the way in whi h one
Indeed, if

an happen only if

in irredu tible parts, ea h of whi h

spe ial, presumably it

1.5.

lear, and

means that ea h

onne ted

whi h is a very restri tive

omponent of the boundary of
ondition.

N

has to be either a sphere or a proje tive plane,
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1.6.

Further possible extensions.

AS(T )

The

onstru tion of HS-stru tures asso iated to

suggests that a further extension of the spa e of angle assignments

AS(T )

3

V

riti al points of

on

should be possible, allowing

for instan e for angle assignments su h that the sum of angles at a vertex of a simplex is equal to or less than

π.

Su h angles assignments would

orresponds geometri ally (at

riti al points of

V)

to triangulations with at

least one vertex in the de Sitter part of the HS-stru ture obtained. This line of investigation is not pursued
here.
2. Extended hyperboli
2.1.

The extended hyperboli spa e.

stru tures

One way to dene this extension is to

onsider a stri tly

onvex

RP 3 . Given two distin t points x, y ∈ RP 3 \ Q, let D be the proje tive line
ontaining x and y . If D interse ts Q, let a, b be the points between D and Q, hosen so that a, x, y, b o ur in
this y li order on D . Then dene the Hilbert distan e between x and y as
1
dH (x, y) = log[a, b; x, y] ,
2
where [·, ·; ·, ·] denotes the ross-ratio. If D does not interse t Q, use the same formula with a, b repla ed by the
omplex interse tions of the line ontaining x, y with Q. This denes a distan e in whi h the ball bounded by
Q an be interpreted as a proje tive model of H 3 , while the outside it a proje tive model of the quotient of the
3
de Sitter spa e dS by the antipodal map. In parti ular, dH (x, y) an be:
• real and negative, if x, y are in the ball bounded by Q, and this denes inside Q a proje tive model of
quadri

Q

in the proje tive 3-spa e

the hyperboli

•

3-dimensional spa e (known as the Klein model).

real and positive, if

x, y

are outside the ball bounded by
dS 3 .

Q

and the line joining them interse ts

Q

in

two points. This line is then time-like in

•

x, y are outside Q and the line ontaining them does not interse t Q, this
dS 3 .
• in iπ/2 + R, if x is inside the ball bounded by Q and y is outside it.
• 0, if the line joining x and y is tangent to Q. This line is then a light-like in dS 3 .
2
The same onstru tion also works in dimension 2, yielding the extended hyperboli plane HS .
in

i(0, π),

if

line is then

spa e-like in

The double over.

˜ 3 of HS 3 . It is dieomorphi
onsider the double over HS
3
3
to S , and has two hyperboli
omponents ea h isometri to H , and one de Sitter omponent isometri to the
3
˜ 3 is omposed of two opies of the hyperboli
full de Sitter spa e dS . The same works in any dimension. HS

2.2.

3-spa e, and of a one

It is sometimes helpful to

opy of the whole de Sitter spa e.

Extended hyperboli stru tures.

An HS-stru ture on a losed 3-dimensional manifold M is a geometri
HS 3 , with transformation group P SL(2, C).
If h is an HS-stru ture on M , the set of points of M where h is lo ally hyperboli is an open subset of M ,
whi h we denote by MH , and the restri tion of h to MH is a omplete hyperboli metri . Similary, the set of
points of M where h is lo ally modeled on the de Sitter spa e is an open subset of M , for whi h we use the
notation MdS . Then MH ∪ MdS is dense is M , and its omplement is a surfa e.
2.3.

stru ture lo ally modeled on

3. Triangles

The osine formula.
Denition 3.1. We all cosh the restri tion of the fun tion x 7→ (ex + e−x )/2 to R<0 ∪ [0, iπ] ∪ (iπ + R>0 ).
3.1.

With this denition,

cosh

is a bije tion from its domain of denition to

R.

Lemma 3.2. Let α1 , α2 , α3 be the (interior) angles of a hyperboli triangle, and let a1 , a2 , a3 be the length of
the opposite edges. Then
(1)

cosh(a1 ) =

cos(α1 ) + cos(α2 ) cos(α3 )
.
sin(α2 ) sin(α3 )
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3.2.

The triangle inequality.

Consider now a triangle in

S2,

of angles

α1 , α2 , α3 .

It is a simple exer ise to

he k that those angles satisfy the following equation:
(T I1 )

α2 + α3 < α1 + π

Using the exterior angles rather than the interior angles, this equation

an be written as

(π − α1 ) < (π − α2 ) + (π − α3 ) ,
whi h is the triangle inequality for the dual triangle in the sphere.
3.3.

A lassi ation of Möbius triangles.

Following [Luo93℄, we

onsider here a generalization of the notion

of spheri al (or hyperboli ) triangle.

Denition 3.3. A Möbius triangle is a triple (α1 , α2 , α3 ) ∈ (0, π)3 . Given a Möbius triangle, its edge lengths
are the omplex numbers (a1 , a2 , a3 ) dened by Equation (1), with the denition of cosh given above.
The rationale for the terminology used here is that, for any triple
in the
the

omplex plane bounded by three

αi 's.

The

(α1 , α2 , α3 ) ∈ (0, π)3 , there exists a triangle

ir les, unique up to Möbius transformation, so that its inner angles are

onstru tions used below are however based mostly on the extended hyperboli

proje tive geometry, rather than

plane and on real

omplex proje tive geometry. However sti king to the terms Möbius triangle

should be helpful to the reader insofar as it is

loser to the previous works on the subje ts, e.g. [Luo07℄, [Luo93℄.

Lemma 3.4. Let T

= (α1 , α2 , α3 ) be a Möbius triangle, let s = α1 + α2 + α3 , and let ai be the edge lengths of
T . Exa tly one of the following ve ases applies.
(1) T is spheri al: s > π , and the triangle inequalities (T I1 ), (T I2 ), (T I3 ) hold. Then a1 , a2 , a3 ∈ i(0, π).
(2) T is hyperboli : s < π . Then the triangle inequalities (T I1 ), (T I2 ), (T I3 ) hold, and a1 , a2 , a3 < 0.
(3) T is Eu lidean: s = π . Then the triangle inequalities (T I1 ), (T I2 ), (T I3 ) hold, and a1 = a2 = a3 = 0.
(4) T is ipped hyperboli : α2 + α3 > α1 + π (or similarly after a permutation of 1, 2, 3). Then a1 < 0
while a2 , a3 ∈ iπ + R>0 .
(5) T is ipped Eu lidean: α2 + α3 = α1 + π (or similarly after a permutation of 1, 2, 3). Then a2 =
a3 = iπ and a1 = 0.
The proof (whi h is elementary) is based on two preliminary statements.

Let

α1 , α2 , α3 ∈ (0, π),

and let

s = α1 + α2 + α3 .

Sub-Lemma 3.5.

• If α2 + α3 < π , then cosh(a1 ) < 1 (resp. > 1) if and only if s > π (resp. s < π ).
• If α2 + α3 > π , then cosh(a1 ) < 1 (resp. > 1) if and only if (T I1 ) holds (resp. α2 + α3 > π + α1 ).

Sub-Lemma 3.6.

cosh(a1 ) > −1 if and only if either α2 > α3 and (T I3 ) holds, or α3 > α2 and (T I2 ) holds.

Proof of Lemma 3.4.

T is in one of the ases (1),
(T I1 ) does not hold, then learly both (T I2 ) and (T I3 ) are satised.
So T is in ase (3) if there is equality in inequality (T I1 ), or (5) otherwise.
In ase (1), cosh(a1 ) < 1 by Sub-Lemma 3.5, and cosh(a1 ) > −1 by Sub-Lemma 3.6, so a1 ∈ i(0, π) by the
denition of cosh used here. The same holds of ourse for a2 and a3 . In ase (2), Sub-Lemma 3.5 shows that
cosh(ai ) = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 so that all the ai are zero. In ase (4), the rst ase of Sub-Lemma 3.5, cosh(a1 ) > 1,
so that a1 < 0 by our denition of cosh, and the same applies to a2 and a3 .
In ase (3), the se ond point in Sub-Lemma 3.5 shows that cosh(a1 ) = 1, while Sub-Lemma 3.6 shows that
cosh(a2 ) = cosh(a3 ) = −1, so that a2 = a2 = iπ . The same argument applies to ase (5), then cosh(a1 ) > 1
while cosh(a2 ), cosh(a3 ) < −1, so that a1 < 0 while a2 , a3 ∈ iπ + R> .

Suppose rst that the three triangle inequalities hold. Then

(2) or (4) depending on

s.

Note also that if

The following lemma shows that the edge lengths determine the shape of a Möbius triangle.

Lemma 3.7. Let A = (α1 , α2 , α3 ) and B = (β1 , β2 , β3 ) be two Möbius triangles whi h are not Eu lidean or
ipped Eu lidean. If the orresponding edge lengths of A and B are the same, then αi = βi for all i.
The proof follows from the
(2)

osine law that

cos(α1 ) =

− cosh(a1 ) + cosh(a2 ) cosh(a3 )
.
sinh(a2 ) sinh(a3 )

This laws shows that lengths determine the angles.
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Geometri realization of triangles.

3.4.

5

The

lassi ation of Möbius triangles in Lemma 3.4 has a natural
˜ 2 . There is no interpretation needed
plane HS
˜ 2
triangle, but ipped hyperboli triangle orrespond to triangles in HS

interpretation in terms of triangles in the extended hyperboli
for spheri al, Eu lidean or hyperboli
with one vertex and two in the other.
Suppose

t

in the other. Let
is,

αi

be the angle of

onsidering the triangle

hyperboli

triangle, and its

t

v1 , v2 , v3 ,

with

v1

H2

and v2 , v3
vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Those angles an be understood by ipping t, that
˜ 2 . t′ is a usual
t′ with verti es v1′ , v2 , v3 , where v1′ is the antipode of v1 in HS
′
angles are β1 = α1 , β2 = π − α2 , β3 = π − α3 . Sin e t is a hyperboli triangle, its

is su h a ipped hyperideal triangle, with verti es

in one

opy of

at

angles satisfy

β1 + β2 + β3 < π ,
whi h translates as

the inverse triangle inequality for

α1 + π < α2 + α3 ,
t satises the triangle

t.

Similarly,

inequality,

π + β2 > β1 + β3

and

π + β3 > β1 + β2 ,

α1 + α2 < π + α3

and

α1 + α3 < π + α2 .

whi h translates as

This shows that

(α1 , α2 , α3 )

is a ipped hyperboli

triangle, a

be used ba kwards, to show that any ipped hyperboli
˜ 2.
of a ipped hyperboli triangle in HS
Flipped Eu lidean triangles
triangles

an be

ording to Lemma 3.4. The same argument

an

triangle in the sense of Lemma 3.4 is the triple of angles

an be understood in the same way but by taking a limit. The usual Eu lidean

onsidered as limits of hyperboli

pro edure is ne essary, sin e what we really want to

triangles of diameter going to zero  a tually, a blow-up
onsider are sequen es of degenerating hyperboli

triangles

for whi h the angles, and therefore the ratio of the edge lengths, has a limit. This
hyperboli

triangles, with verti es

or to its antipode in the other

onverging either to a point in the one

an also be done for ipped
˜ 2
opy of the hyperboli plane of HS

opy.

Putting this together, we obtain the following statement.

Lemma 3.8. Let T
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

= (α1 , α2 , α3 ) be a Möbius triangle.
If T is spheri al, there is a triangle t ⊂ S 2 , unique up to the a tion of O(3), with angles α1 , α2 and α3 .
If T is hyperboli , there is a triangle t ∈ H 2 , unique up to the hyperboli isometries, with angles
α1 , α2 , α3 .
If T is Eu lidean, there is a triangle t ⊂ R2 , unique up to isometries and homotheties, with angles
α1 , α2 , α3 . In other terms, there is a sequen e of hyperboli triangles (tn )n∈N in H 2 , with angles
α1,n , α2,n , α3,n onverging to α1 , α2 , α3 , respe tively.
˜ 2 , with one vertex in one opy of H 2 and two in the other,
If T is ipped hyperboli , there is a t ∈ HS
˜ 2.
with angles (α1 , α2 , α3 ). It is unique up to the a tion of O(2, 1) on HS
˜ 2 , with angles
If T is ipped Eu lidean, there is a sequen e of ipped hyperboli triangles (tn )n∈N in HS
α1,n , α2,n , α3,n onverging to α1 , α2 , α3 , respe tively.
4. Three-dimensional simpli es

Angle System. We now onsider 3-dimensional simpli es, and assign to ea h wedge an angle, as follows.
Denition 4.1. Suppose s is a tetrahedron. Then an angle system on s is a fun tion θ : {(e, s)|e is an edge of s} →

4.1.

(0, π)

so that for three edges

ei , ej , ek

ending at a vertex

inner angles of a spheri al triangle. Let

AS(s)

v

of

s,

the 3 angles

θ(ei , s), θ(ej , s), θ(ek , s) are the
s. An angled 3-simplex is a

be the spa e of all angle systems on

3-simplex together with an angle system.
If

T

is a triangulation of a

all wedges

•
•

{(e, s)|e

M , an angle system on T is a fun tion θ dened on the set
s} so that
values of θ on the wedges having e as their edge is equal to 2π ,
tion of θ to all wedges in s forms an angle system.

losed 3-manifold

is an edge of a tetrahedron

for ea h edge

e

of

for ea h 3-simplex

T , the sum of the
s in T , the restri

of

6
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In the paper [Luo07℄, the geometri prototype of an angled 3-simplex is the Möbius tetrahedron. Namely
R3 bounded by four 2-spheres of inner angles less than π . However, there are

a topologi al tetrahedron in
angled 3-simplex whi h

annot be realized as a Möbius 3-simplex. Our main observation is that, in terms of

HS-geometry, these angled 3-simpli es all have a geometri
and S hläi formula
geometri

meaning of the

Fa e angles.
Denition 4.2. Let

meaning. Furthermore, the edge lengths, volume

an be generalized to the HS-geometry. These generalizations are exa tly the underlying
orresponding notions dened in [Luo07℄.

4.2.

α = (α12 , · · · , α34 ) ∈ AS(s). The fa e angles of α are the numbers βijk ∈ (0, π) dened,

for {i, j, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4}, by the formula

i
cos(βjk
)=
The geometri

cos(αil ) + cos(αij ) cos(αik )
.
sin(αij ) sin(αik )

meaning of the fa e angle is as follows. A

ording to the denition, at the

ith

vertex

vi ,

the

are the inner angles of a spheri al triangle Ajkl , whi h an be onsidered as the link vi in
i
the tetrahedron. Then the fa e angle βjk is the jk -th edge length of Ajkl . By denition, fa e angles are then in
(0, π).

angles

4.3.

αij , αik , αil

Edge lengths.

Using the fa es angles, we make ea h

Möbius triangle. Thus, by lemma 3.2, we

odimension-1 fa e of an angled tetrahedron

s

a

an dene for ea h edge in ea h fa e, an edge length. The following

is proved in [Luo07℄.

Lemma 4.3. If L is an edge of a tetrahedron s with an angle system and D1 , D2 are two fa es of s having L
as an edge, then the length of L in D1 is the same as that in D2 .
Thus the following is well dened.

Denition 4.4. Let

α = (α12 , · · · , α34 ) ∈ AS(s). The edge lengths of α are the numbers (lij )i6=j dened as
follows: lij is the length of the edge ij in the two fa es of T adja ent to the verti es i and j .
4.4.

A lassi ation of simpli es.

simpli es.

It is now possible to des ribe a

It is slightly more elaborate than the

lassi ation of 3-dimensional angled

orresponding

lassi ation for Möbius triangles, be ause
3
an be ipped in two ways, depending on whether one or two verti es are in one of the opies of H

simpli es
˜ 3 . Here is the denition of the ip at the i-th vertex of α ∈ AS(s). See [Luo07℄ for more details. The
in HS
′
′
′
′
′
ipped simplex α = (α12 , ..., α34 ) has angles αij = αij for j 6= i and αjk = π − αjk for j, k 6= i. Geometri ally,
if

v1 , v2 , v3 , v4

are the verti es of a spheri al simplex, then the ipped simplex (about the rst vertex

spheri al simplex with verti es

−v1 , v2 , v3 , v4

where

−v1

is the antipodal point of

v1 )

is the

v1 .

Lemma 4.5. Let α ∈ AS(s). After a permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4}, α is of exa tly one of the following types:
(1) spheri al: all fa es of T are spheri al triangles, and all edge lengths are in i(0, π).
(2) hyperboli : all fa es of T are hyperboli triangles, and all edge lengths are in R<0 .
(3) ipped hyperboli : the fa e (234) is a hyperboli triangle, while the fa es adja ent to the vertex 1 are
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

ipped hyperboli triangles. The lengths of the edges (12), (13), (14) are in iπ + R>0 , while the length of
the other edges are in R<0 .
doubly ipped hyperboli : all fa es of T are ipped hyperboli triangles, the lengths of the edges
(12) and (34) are negative numbers while the length of the other edges are in iπ + R>0 .
Eu lidean: all fa es of T are Eu lidean triangles, all edge lengths are zero.
ipped Eu lidean: the length of the edges (12), (13), 14) are equal to iπ, while the lengths of (14), (24), (34)
are zero.
doubly ipped Eu lidean: the lengths of (12), (34) are zero while all other edges have length iπ.

The terminology is based, as for triangles, on the idea of ipping a hyperboli simplex: this means repla ing
˜ 3 . The dihedral angles at all three edges not adja ent to v1
one of its verti es, say v1 , by its antipode in HS
are then repla ed by their

omplement to

π,

and the ee t on the edge lengths is as des ribed in Lemma 4.5.
˜ 3.
HS

Doubly ipping a hyperideal simplex means repla ing two verti es by their antipodes in
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Proof of Lemma 4.5.

Let

α ∈ AS(s), let v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 be the verti es of s.
s and in parti ular of its fa e (v1 , v2 , v3 ).

We

7

onsider dierent

ases, depending

on the lengths of the edges of
(1)

(v1 , v2 , v3 )

is a spheri al triangle, i.e., its edge lengths are in

other fa es of

s,

i(0, π). Lemma 3.4, applied to the three
s are also in i(0, π), it follows that s

shows that the lengths of the three other edges of

is spheri al.
(2)

(v1 , v2 , v3 )

is hyperboli . Then its edge lengths are negative, and

onsidering Lemma 3.4 shows that

there are only two possibilities.
(a)

(v2 , v3 , v4 )

is hyperboli , that is, its edge lengths are negative. Then, again by Lemma 3.4, the

(v1 , v4 ) is also negative, so that s is hyperboli .
(v2 , v3 , v4 ) is ipped hyperboli , that is, the lengths of the edges (v2 , v4 ) and (v3 , v4 ) are in iπ +R>0.
Then the length of (v1 , v4 ) is also in iπ + R>0 , so that s is ipped hyperboli .
(v1 , v2 , v3 ) is ipped hyperboli , we an suppose without loss of generality that the length of (v1 , v2 ) is
in R>0 and the lengths of the two other edges are in iπ + R>0 . Two ases are possible.
(a) (v1 , v2 , v4 ) is hyperboli , it then follows from Lemma 3.4 that s is ipped hyperboli .
(b) (v1 , v2 , v4 ) is ipped hyperboli , it then follows from Lemma 3.4 that s is doubly ipped hyperboli .
(v1 , v2 , v3 ) is Eu lidean, so that all its edges have zero length. Lemma 3.4 then shows that there are
length of the edge

(b)

(3)

(4)

two possible
(a)
(b)

ases.

(v1 , v2 , v4 )
(v1 , v2 , v4 )

s have zero length, and s is Eu lidean.
(v1 , v4 ) and (v2 , v4 ) have length iπ . In this

is Eu lidean. Then all edges of
is ipped Eu lidean, so that

ase

s

if ipped

Eu lidean.
(5)

(v1 , v2 , v3 )

is ipped Eu lidean, we

an suppose without loss of generality that

zero while the lengths of the other two edges are equal to
(a)

(v1 , v2 , v4 )

iπ .

(v1 , v2 )

There are again two

has zero length

ases to

is Eu lidean, so that all its edge lengths are zero, and it easily follows that

onsider.

s

is ipped

Eu lidean.
(b)

(v1 , v2 , v4 )

is ipped Eu lidean, so that the edges

(v1 , v4 )

and

(v2 , v4 )

have length

iπ .

Then

s

is

doubly ipped Eu lidean.


A

ording to the lemma, there are three types of angled simpli es: Eu lidean, hyperboli

angled simplex is of Eu lidean (or hyperboli ) type if it

and spheri al. A

an be ipped to a Eu lidean (or hyperboli ) simplex.

A spheri al type simplex is the same as a spheri al simplex. The type of a simplex

an be determined by the

length of any of its edges.

Corollary 4.6. Suppose e is an edge of an angled simplex of length l(e). Then s is of
(1) Eu lidean type if and only if l(e) ∈ {0, iπ},
(2) hyperboli type if and only if l(e) ∈ R<0 ∪ {iπ + r|r ∈ R>0 },
(3) spheri al type if and only if l(e) ∈ i(0, π).
In parti ular, if e and e′ are two edges of an angled simplex s, then their lengths l(e) and l(e′ ) are in the same
subset listed above.
4.5.

Combinatori s of the spa e of simpli es.

The

lassi ation given in 4.4

of the HS-geometry as follows, as for Möbius triangles in Lemma 3.8. Let

(2) If
(3)

(4)
(5)

an be interpreted in terms

be a simplex, and let

α ∈ AS(s).

3

αij are the dihedral angles of a unique simplex in S .
αij are the dihedral angles of a unique simplex in H 3 .
˜ 3 , with three verti es in one
If α is hyperboli , the αij are the dihedral angles of a unique simplex in HS
3
of the opies of H and one in the other.
˜ 3 , with two verti es in one
If α is hyperboli , the αij are the dihedral angles of a unique simplex in HS
3
of the opies of H and two in the other.
If α is Eu lidean, the αij are the dihedral angles of an Eu lidean simplex, unique up to homothety.

(1) If

α
α

s

is spheri al, the

is hyperboli , the

They are also limits of sequen es of angles of hyperboli
(6) If

α

simpli es.

is ipped Eu lidean, it is the limit of a sequen e of angles of ipped hyperboli

polyhedra.
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(7) Similarly, if
hyperboli
Consider now

α

is doubly ipped Eu lidean, it is the limit of a sequen e of angles of doubly ipped

polyhedra.

AS(s) as the

some subdomains

spa e of 6-tuples of angles in

(0, π) satisfying some linear inequalities.

orresponding to the dierent types of simpli es. It is interesting to

of this de omposition of

AS(s).

The denitions show

spheri al type to a simplex of hyperboli
only way to go from a hyperboli
similarly for doubly hyperboli

learly that any

onsider the

It

ontains

ombinatori s

ontinuous path going from a simplex of

type has to go through a simplex of Eu lidean type. Moreover, the

simplex to a doubly hyperboli

simplex is through spheri al simpli es, and

simpli es.
5. The generalized volume

5.1.

The S hläi formula.

The last part of the pi ture

dened for the simpli es in the extended hyperboli

onsidered here is the generalized volume, whi h is

spa e. There are severaly ways to dene it, we use here the

S hläi formula, whi h we rst re all for usual (spheri al or hyperboli ) simpli es. We refer to [Mil94, Vin93℄
for a proof.

LemmaP5.1. For any one-parameter
P family of spheri al (resp. hyperboli ) simpli es, its volume
e Im(le )dαe (resp. 2dV =

2dV =

Note that the lengths
and in
5.2.

R<0

e le dαe ).

onsidered here are those dened above, so that they are in

for hyperboli

(0, π) for spheri

V satises

al simpli es,

simpli es.

The generalized volume.

The previous lemma leads to a fairly natural denition of a real-valued volume

over the spa e of angled simpli es.

Denition
5.2. Let
P

s be a tetrahedron and let ω be the 1-form (S hläi 1-form) dened on AS(s) by 2ω =
(Re(l
)
+
Im(l
))dα
e
e
e.
e
Note that the S hläi 1-form is a

ontinuous 1-form dened on the 6-dimensional

onvex polytope

AS(s).

It is proved in [Luo07℄ that,

Lemma 5.3.

ω is losed.

Remark that

ω

vanishes on the subspa e of Eu lidean simpli es.

Denition 5.4. The generalized volume V

simpli es.

: AS(s) → R is the primitive of ω whi h vanishes on the Eu lidean

There is another possibility, namely to dene the volume as a

omplex-valued fun tion, dening

P

e le dθe . The denition hosen here serves well for our purposes.
Note that V
orresponds to the usual volume on spheri al and hyperboli

(1/2)

simpli es by Lemma 5.1.

ω

as

The

volume of Eu lidean simpli es is zero by denition. However, the volume of ipped and doubly ipped Eu lidean
simplexes are not zero.

Lemma 5.5. Let α ∈ AS(s).
(1)

Suppose that α is ipped Eu lidean, with the lengths of the edges adja ent to v1 equal to iπ and the other
lengths equal to 0. Then
V (α) = π(α12 + α13 + α14 − π) .

(2)

Suppose that α is doubly ipped Eu lidean, with l12 = l34 = 0 and the other lengths equal to iπ. Then
V (α) = π(α13 + α14 + α23 + α24 − 2π) .

Note that in ea h

ase the volume, without the fa tor

π,

is equal to the area of a spheri al polygon  this

will be useful below.

Proof of Lemma 5.5.
This deforms

α

For the rst

ase,

into a spheri al simplex

≤ i ≤ 4.
v1 . The
length π ,

onsider a small deformation that in reases slightly the α1i , 2
α′ , with verti es v2 , v3 and v4 very lose to the antipode of

(spheri al) S hläi formula, applied to a 1-parameter formula deforming this simplex to a segment of
π(α′12 + α′13 + α′14 − π), and the result follows for α.

shows that the volume of this simplex is equal to
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The same argument works in the se ond

v3

and almost antipodal to both

and

ase, the

9

v1 , v2

orresponding spheri al simplex now has

5.3.

spa e, in terms

ontinuation [CK06℄.

Smoothness.

For a

losed triangulated 3-manifold

is the sum of the volume of its angled 3-simplexes. Thus
is real analyti

lose



There is a quite dierent way to dene this volume of domains in the extended hyperboli
of an analyti

very

v4 .

(M, T ), the volume V of an angle system x ∈ AS(T )
v : AS(T ) → R is a C 1 smooth fun tion. Moreover it

outside the set of Eu lidean type simpli es.

6. Criti al points
This se tion

6.1.

ontains the proof of Theorem 1.3.

Gluing onditions.

We will

Suppose

(M, T ) is a onne ted triangulated
V : AS(T ) → R.

losed 3-manifold so that

AS(T ) 6= ∅.

onsider the volume optimization

Lemma 6.1. Let θ0 ∈ AS(T ) be a riti al point of
for all the simpli es ontaining it are equal.

V on AS(T ). Then, for ea h edge e of T , the lengths of e

ω . By the lassi ation lemma 4.5 and the onne tivity of M , we see that
T in ω are the same.
If ω is a lo al maximum point of V , then it annot happen that all 3-simpli es in ω are Eu lidean simpli es.
Indeed, if otherwise, the volume of ω is zero. However, if we perturb ω slightly in AS(T ) to obtain a new point
ω ′ , then all simpli es in ω ′ an be hyperboli and spheri al simpli es. Thus V (ω ′ ) > V (ω) whi h ontradi ts
This follows from the denition of

the types of any two 3-simplexes in

the lo al maximum
A

ondition.

ording to Lemma 3.7, for non-Eu lidean type simpli es, edge lengths determine the isometry type. So we

obtain,

Corollary 6.2. Suppose

ω is not of Eu lidean type. The fa es of the simpli es an be glued isometri ally.
Furthermore, θ0 denes in this way either a spheri al stru ture or a HS-stru ture h on M .
Indeed, there are two possibilities. Namely either all simplie es in

hyperboli

type. In the spheri al type

sum of angles around ea h edge is
are of hyperboli
their fa es
whi h

the se ond

Thus we obtain a spheri al metri

type, by Lemma 4.5, we realize ea h simplex in

ur. In the rst

M.

In the

as a geometri

M.

ase where all simpli es
˜ 3 so that
tetrahedron in HS

Indeed, there are two sub ases

ase, all simpli es are hyperboli . Thus we obtain a hyperboli

metri

M

on

M.

In

by gluing these

tetrahedra in HS-geometry.

T

are in the hyperboli

Normal spheres in HS-stru tures.

stru ture

ω

on

ase, some simplex is a ipped hyperboli . Then we obtain an HS-stru ture on

Note that all verti es of

6.2.

are of spheri al type, or they are all of

an be glued isometri ally. Thus, we obtain an HS-stru ture on

ould o

geometri

2π .

ω

ase, all simpli es are spheri al and are glued by isometries so that the

h

on

M,

Continuing the proof of Theorem 1.3, we

along with a triangulation

moreover that the de Sitter part

MdS

for

h

part of this HS-stru ture.

T

with all verti es of

onsider here an HS-

in the hyperboli

part of

h.

Suppose

omponent of MdS .
3
either to the de Sitter spa e dS or to its quotient by the

is non-empty. Let

M0

T

be a

onne ted

Then M0 is geodesi ally omplete, so it is isometri
+
antipodal map (see [Mes07, ABB 07℄). Therefore any plane in the tangent spa e to

M0 at a point is tangent
2
to a (unique) totally geodesi spa e-like plane in M0 , whi h is homeomorphi either to S (in the rst ase) or
2
to RP (in the se ond ase). Ea h of those totally geodesi surfa es is a normal surfa e in the triangulation T
of

M.
This simple argument shows that ea h

normal surfa e in

(M, T ).

onne ted

omponent of the de Sitter part of

h

orresponds to a

10
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6.3.

Normal spheres for Eu lidean riti al points of V .
(M, T ),

in 6.2, about normal surfa es in

but for

In this se tion we

riti al points of

V

type. The arguments are of the somehow similar but are less geometri
geometri

stru tures on the simpli es

onsider the same question as

for whi h all simpli es are of Eu lidean
and more

annot be glued to obtain a geometri

ombinatorial, be ause the

stru ture of Eu lidean type on

We have seen in 5.2 that to ea h ipped (resp. doubly ipped) Eu lidean simplex

s

in

T

M.

an be asso iated

a spheri al triangle (resp. a quadrilateral). The edges of this triangle (resp. quadrilateral) are asso iated to the
2-fa es of

T

whi h have exa tly two edges of length

either ipped or doubly ipped.
edges to obtain a
be isometri

Σ

losed surfa e

iπ .

Ea h su h fa e bounds two simpli es whi h are both

It follows that the triangles (resp. quadrilaterals)
(whi h in general is not

an be glued along their

onne ted)  however this gluing

annot in general

for the spheri al metri s sin e the lengths of the edges do not mat h. Moreover, the verti es of the

triangulation of

Σ

orrespond to the edges of

T

of length

iπ .

Remark 6.3. The angles of the triangles (resp. quadrilateral) at ea h vertex sum up to 2π.
Proof.

The angles of the triangles (resp. quadrilateral) adja ent to ea h vertex of

the simpli es of
stru ture on

T

at the

orresponding edge of length

iπ .

Σ are equal to the angles of
2π by denition of a angle


Those angle sum up to

T.

Corollary 6.4. Ea h onne ted omponent of Σ is homeomorphi either to the sphere or to the proje tive plane.
The sum of the areas of the fa es of Σ is an integer multiple of 2π.
Proof.

Let Σ0 be a onne ted omponent of Σ, let F0 be the set of its 2-fa es, and let V0 be the set of its verti es.
f ∈ F0 and v ∈ V0 , we write v ≃ f if v is adja ent to f , in this ase we all θf,v the angle of f at v .
Let a(f ) be the area of the fa e f of Σ. For ea h fa e f ∈ F0 of Σ0 , we have by the Gauss-Bonnet formula
X
(π − θf,v ) = 2π − a(f ) .

Given

v∈V0 ,v≃f

Summing over the fa es of

Σ0

yields that

X

f ∈F0




X

v∈V0 ,v≃f



(π − θf,v ) = 2π#F0 −

The number of wedges in the triangulation of

Σ0

X

a(f ) .

f ∈F0

is twi e the number of edges, whi h we denote by

#E0 .

Therefore

X

X

π = 2π#E0 .

f ∈F0 v∈V0 ,v≃f
Moreover the angles of the fa es at ea h vertex sum up to

X

X

2π ,

so that

θf,v ) = 2π#V0 .

f ∈F0 v∈V0 ,v≃f
Using the denition of the Euler

hara teristi , we obtain that

X

a(v) = 2π#V0 − 2πE0 = 2πF0 = 2πχ(Σ0 ) ,

f ∈F0
and both parts of the

Corollary 6.5. At a riti al point of
2π 2 .

Proof.



orollary follow immediately.

V where all simpli es are of Eu lidean type, V is an integer multiple of

Lemma 5.5 shows that the volume of ea h ipped (resp. doubly ipped) simplex is equal to

area of the

orresponding triangle (resp. quadrilateral) in
2
that it is a non-negative integer multiple of 2π .

Σ.

So the total volume is

π

The proof of Theorem 1.3 is obtained by putting together the results of this se tion.

π

times the

times the area of

Σ,

so
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7. Further questions
The main point presented here is that extended hyperboli
geometri

stru tures have a natural role when

stru tures on manifolds by maximization of volume over triangulated manifolds.

onstru ting

This leads to a

number of questions, for whi h answers would presumably help make progress on the understanding of geometri
stru tures on 3-manifolds.

Question 7.1. If M is a onne ted sum of several hyperboli 3-manifolds, does M support an HS-stru ture?
Another, more general question, is whether the

onstru tions

onsidered here

an be extended to en ompass

angles stru tures with some ideal verti es. This would mean allowing angle stru tures on simpli es for whi h
the sum of the angles at a vertex is equal to, rather than less than,
would permit

2π .

Our hope is that su h ideal verti es

riti al points of the volume to realize torus de ompositions of non atoroidal 3-manifolds. Another

possibility, adding some exibility to the
extended hyperboli

onstru tion, would be to allow for verti es in the de Sitter part of the

spa e.

Another natural question is of

ourse to understand the

hopefully showing that those boundary

riti al points

A last, more te hni al question, is whether existen e of a
are of Eu lidean type has topologi al

onsequen es on

than only of Eu lidean type), does it follow that

M

riti al points of

orrespond to

M.

V

on the boundary of

AS(T ),

ollapsings.

riti al point of

V

on

AS(T ) for whi

h all simpli es

For instan e, if all simpli es are Eu lidean (rather

admits an Eu lidean metri

or more generally is

onne ted sum of Seifert bered spa es? This is not obvious sin e the angles of the simpli es add up to
the edges of

T,

but the edge lengths do not mat h so that the fa es of the simpli es

M a
2π at

annot be isometri ally

glued.
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